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Type 2 innate lymphoid cells: a novel actor in anti-melanoma immunity
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ABSTRACT
Immunity to melanoma is thought to be mainly mediated by adaptive immune cells. To what extent 
innate immunity, particularly innate lymphoid cells, drive the immune response and impact melanoma 
prognosis and therapeutic responsiveness is not well understood. In a recent article published in Nature 
Immunology, we uncovered a critical role that ILC2 play in the control of melanoma. Using both 
complementary mouse models and human samples, we showed that ILC2-derived granulocyte macro-
phage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) drives eosinophil tumor recruitment and activation. We found 
that ILC2 express PD-1 which inhibits ILC2 effector function and impairs anti-tumor responses. We further 
demonstrated that the combination of IL-33 and anti-PD-1 blocking antibodies improved anti-tumor 
responses through the expansion of splenic and tumor-infiltrating ILC2 and eosinophils. These findings 
have revealed an essential mechanism involving ILC2 and eosinophils necessary for anti-melanoma 
immunity and immunotherapy responses.
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The innate lymphoid cell (ILC) family encompass heteroge-
nous immune cells harboring pleiotropic function. They are 
grouped into five subsets, namely natural killer (NK) cells, 
ILC1, ILC2, ILC3 and lymphoid tissue-inducer cells (LTi).1 

While NK cells are found in the blood, other ILC subsets are 
mainly located in the tissues where they provide protection and 
support to maintain tissue homeostasis.1 ILC are well equipped 
with receptors and ligands to sense their environment and to 
respond to an immune threat through cytokine and chemokine 
production.2 The involvement of NK cells in anti-tumor 
immunity is well established; however, the role and function 
of other ILC subsets in cancer is only now emerging.3 

Considerable efforts, including our own, are currently being 
made to decipher the role and function of non-NK cells ILCs in 
various malignancies4–7 including melanoma.8

ILCs infiltrate melanoma tumors, but only ILC2 
protect against primary tumor development

Using complementary multiparametric flow and mass cytometric 
analyses, and multiplex immunochemistry, we monitored ILC 
infiltration in melanoma mouse models and human tumors.8 

We first investigated tumor ILC infiltration in four pre-clinical 
mouse models of melanoma, encompassing both intradermally 
injected tumor cell lines and chemically induced tumors. We 
found that all ILC subsets infiltrated melanoma tumors. Next, 
we were able to confirm these preclinical results by analyzing 
human samples using imaging and mass cytometry.8 This 
revealed that ILC2 infiltrated primary melanoma tumors and all 
ILC subsets were detected in metastatic lesions (subcutaneous or 
invaded lymph nodes) of melanoma patients.

To understand the role played by these innate immune cells 
in melanoma immunity, we used genetically engineered tumor- 
bearing mice to specifically delete ILC populations and com-
pared tumor growth and mouse survival to that of wild-type 
controls. Surprisingly, we did not observe any impact of deletion 
of NK cells, ILC1 and/or ILC3s on either tumor growth or 
mouse survival, indicating that these ILC subsets do not seem 
to be involved in the control of primary melanoma. In contrast, 
in two different mouse models deficient in ILC2, we saw 
increased melanoma tumor growth suggesting a potential role 
for this innate immune cell subset in anti-melanoma immunity.8 

When we reconstituted Rag2−/-Il2rgc−/- mice, a strain that is 
severely immunocompromised as it lack both innate and adap-
tive lymphocytes, with wild-type bone marrow-derived progeni-
tors, we were able to differentially reestablish the innate and 
adaptive lymphoid compartments. In particular, we found that 
ILC2-replenished Rag2−/-Il2rgc−/- mice have reduced tumor size 
compared to non-reconstituted Rag2−/-Il2rgc−/- mice and 
achieved a level of anti-tumor protection similar to Rag1−/- 

mice (lacking adaptive lymphoid cells only).8 Together, these 
results demonstrate the key role played by ILC2 in anti-tumor 
immunity in restricting the development of primary melanoma 
tumors.

ILC2-derived GM-CSF production control eosinophil 
homeostasis and function

ILC2 are cytokine-producing cells and lack killing capacities.1 

Therefore, there is a need for them to partner with other cell 
subsets to exert tumoricidal activities against cancer cells. To 
identify these partners in crime and to understand the 
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mechanisms involved, we performed single cell RNA sequen-
cing analyses of tumor-infiltrating leukocytes isolated from 
chemically induced mouse melanoma tumors.8 In addition to 
IL-5 expression, we found that tumor-infiltrating ILC2, but not 
T cells or NK cells, were the major producers of the cytokine 
GM-CSF (Figure 1a). Of note, GM-CSF-deficient mice have 
increased tumor growth compared with wild-type control ani-
mals. Similar findings were observed when Rag2−/-Il2rgc−/- 

mice were reconstituted with GM-CSF-deficient ILC2 suggest-
ing that ILC2-derived GM-CSF, specifically, is essential to anti- 
melanoma responses.8

Next, driven by the fact that the cytokine GM-CSF is critical to 
myeloid cell homeostasis and function9 and by our previous 
results demonstrating that anti-tumor immunity was reinstated 
in ILC2-reconstituted Rag2−/-Il2rgc−/- mice, we hypothesized that 
ILC2-derived GM-CSF production promoted myeloid cell- 

Figure 1. Schematic representation showing a proposed model of ILC2-driven anti-tumor immunity in melanoma. (a) In tumors, ILC2-derived IL-5 and GM-CSF drive 
eosinophil recruitment and activation. Both ILC2 and eosinophils are essential to anti-melanoma immunity. However, ILC2 express PD-1 which inhibits ILC2 function. 
Combination of rIL-33 and anti-PD-1 antibodies enhanced anti-tumor immunity associated with increased ILC2 and eosinophils tumor recruitment. (b) Proposed 
approach to enhance treatment responses by targeting both innate and adaptive immunity, particularly ILC2, eosinophils and T cells.
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dependent anti-tumor function. Consequently, we monitored the 
proportion of circulating and tumor-infiltrating myeloid cell 
subsets in Rag2−/-Il2rgc−/- mice reconstituted with distinct bone 
marrow progenitors.8 We found that eosinophils, but not neu-
trophils, macrophages, or dendritic cells, were increased when 
ILC2 were restored in these mice. Furthermore, anti-tumor 
immunity was impaired in eosinophil-deficient mice and reduced 
eosinophils in circulation was observed in Rag2−/-Il2rgc−/- mice 
reconstituted with GM-CSF-deficient ILC2. To understand the 
impact of GM-CSF on eosinophil function, we purified wild type 
and GM-CSF-deficient ILC2 and cultured these cells with IL-33 
to increase cytokine production. Two days later, we purified 
splenic eosinophils from wild-type mice and cultured them over-
night with ILC2-conditioned media. After 18 h, eosinophils were 
collected, and qPCR analyses were performed. We uncovered that 
ILC2-derived GM-CSF production increased the expression of 
genes involved in eosinophil cytotoxic function (Figure 1a). In 
addition, the addition of recombinant GM-CSF in the culture 
media promoted eosinophil survival.8 Collectively, these findings 
demonstrate that ILC2-derived GM-CSF production supports 
eosinophil survival and function which is necessary to promote 
efficient anti-tumor responses.

Tumor-infiltrating ILC2 express PD-1, impairing 
ILC2-dependent anti-tumor immunity

We and others have found that ILC2 and their progenitors 
express the immune checkpoint molecule programmed cell- 
death 1 (PD-1)4,8,10–12, an inhibitory receptor well known for 
its involvement in the suppression of T cell function.13 At 
steady-state, low levels of PD-1 were observed on the surface 
of ILC2 across different organs.8 However, following in vitro 
activation with the alarmin IL-33 or ex-vivo examination of 
mouse and human melanoma tumors, we found that most of 
these innate cells express high levels of the inhibitory receptor 
PD-18 (Figure 1a) suggesting that it may play a role in the 
negative regulation of their effector functions. Supporting this 
hypothesis, we observed increased proliferation and cytokine 
production when ILC2 genetically lacked PD-1 confirming the 
deleterious role of this receptor on ILC2 activity.8 In addition, 
PD-1 deletion in ILC2 was associated with increased anti- 
tumor responses highlighting that in the context of 
melanoma,8 or similarly, in pancreatic tumors,4 PD-1 acts as 
a general inhibitor of immune lymphoid cells.

IL-33 combined with PD-1 blockade unleash 
anti-melanoma immunity

Building on these results and given the fact that ILC2 are 
associated with anti-tumor immunity, we aimed to increase 
ILC2 activity by using IL-33 with the ultimate goal of improv-
ing immune responses and disease outcomes. Moreover, we 
combined IL-33 treatment with anti-PD-1-blocking antibodies 
to overcome the negative impact of PD-1 expression on ILC2 
activity. In this setting, we observed that mice treated with the 
combination therapy presented reduced tumor growth asso-
ciated with increased ILC2 and eosinophil tumor infiltration8 

(Figure 1a). A moderate increase in tumor-infiltrating CD8+ 

T cells was also noticed. These results suggest that harnessing 

both the innate and adaptive immune compartments drive 
potent anti-tumor responses and further improve immu-
notherapy outcomes. These findings warrant further investiga-
tion particularly using human samples to confirm the relevance 
of ILC2 and eosinophils in the context of PD-1 blockade and 
highlight the possibility of taking advantage of targeting of 
these innate immune cells in our oncological armamentarium 
(Figure 1b).
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